I. The ethics of librarians

The activities of librarians are guided - in addition to professional knowledge, procedures and attitudes, legal regulations and guidelines - by ethical norms as well.

II. Main values

Librarians respect and are committed to human rights, democracy, the legal state, equal social opportunities, intellectual freedom and the freedom of information.

III. The library profession

The library profession requires from librarians that they should respect and be devoted to users, and improve their own professional knowledge and skills on a continuous basis. Librarians are expected to make their professional decisions autonomously, with integrity, excluding any personal gains or other unjustified advantages or profit.

IV. Collection care

Librarians are responsible for preserving the cultural heritage of mankind, including that of Hungary, national and ethnic minorities, as well as local communities. They base their
collection building activities on user needs and human values. Nevertheless, they acquire also works that are controversial to public opinion or to their own views. They reject censorship and do not exercise it themselves. By cataloguing they facilitate access to the entire collection of the library.

V. Serving library users

The relationship between librarians and users relies on equal partnership and mutual confidence. Librarians provide assistance to all without any discrimination in order to enable the best use of library services. They protect users' privacy regarding their personal data. Users are entitled to the best library services possible under the given circumstances and to impartial treatment. In this spirit librarians strive to balance different chances.

VI. Transmitting information

Librarians make their best to provide free and unlimited access to information. They provide assistance to using information sources and tools. With their full strength they strive to supply authentic, reliable, full and adequate information, tailored to personal needs.

VII. Librarians as a professional community

Librarians safeguard the prestige of the library profession, take part in the activities of the professional community and co-operate with their colleagues. They readily share their knowledge and experience with others.

VIII. The library workplace

Librarians are loyal to their library, respect the objectives and interests of the library's maintaining body. Either as members or as managers of staff they make their best to contribute to implementing the library's objectives and to strengthening the workplace community.

IX. Relations with society

The librarians' relationship with members, groups and organisations of society should be free of bias and prejudice. Librarians respect other professions and their representatives, and are ready for co-operation with them. They protect both the right of intellectual property and that of access to the products of human creativity.

X. Implementing the Code

The fulfilment of the requirements included in this Code of ethics needs the active involvement of librarians. The Association of Hungarian Librarians and the Federation of Libraries and Information Centres will facilitate this process by setting up an Ethical Committee.
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